Problems with Alternative Medicine

There is an emphasis on Safety in Alternative Medicine, but there is most often an anything-can-go air as long as you don’t hurt anyone. But people can be hurt by not getting proper care, or delaying a proper diagnosis. Even though the accuracy of diagnosis in Modern Medicine is about 35% it is still needed in times of progressive and possible disabilitating diseases. Alternative Medicine can build-up false hopes while capitalizing on the dramatic failures of the drug and cut them approach. If the only tool you have is a hammer, you will treat everything as if it is a nail. So the surgeon always want to cut, the drug doctor has a pill for everything.

But if the only tool you have is a placebo, a pill made on an illegal fake sham homeopathic duplicator device, then you will treat everything as if it were an illusion or a dream. Many homeopaths never use a real homeopathic they are sold devices that have no validity and falsely make a sugar pill’s energy enhanced. These Alternative Medical people are mostly math-phobic and cannot really understand when they are being sold something that is not really tested. They do not know how to evaluate a study from opinion, test group or dbl blind. A man in America traveled selling a little device that when you rolled a hundred dollar bill into it out came two. He sold thousands before someone would stop him for the con artist he was.

Alternative medicine has many many charlatans, fakers, liars, backstabbers, and frauds. These people are the ones who hate me the most. For I have spent my life doing statistics, math, testing, validation, research, compliance etc. and these frauds have faked charges against me.
Multi-level companies hype things at high prices to get down level sales and often dupe people into buying what they do not need. And the biggest rip off is muscle testing. Rather than use a constant weight as a test, the muscle tester pushes on the client arm or other area, and detects muscular strength. Then he puts the item for sale onto the client’s stomach or other area and retests. The weak muscle is now strong, the strong muscle is now weak, and the magic act is complete. The client says you used a different pressure, the magician or therapist says your wrong I used the same pressure. When measured the pressure varies wildly the therapist is quite openly and flagrantly lying thru his teeth when he says the pressure is the same. This smiling buffoon lies to his client to sell something or to affect the client in some way. Alternative Medicine is weakened and betrayed at every use of the muscle test.
All scientific tests of muscle testing show it to be a sham. It has failed every dbl blind test miserably. The muscle tester will spout against this remark and promise to send you a dbl blind test tomorrow. And this time, that tomorrow never comes. Muscle testing is suggestibility, hypnosis, chicanery and fraudulent. The point probe acupuncture devices for medication testing are the same. The point probe user varies the speed of delivery on the point of his probe. In fast for a higher reading, slower for a low reading. The results are the same in both muscle tests and point probes; the therapist controls the outcome 100%. Sometimes unconsciously but always the therapist is in control. He lies to the client saying I am going to test you now, then he laughs as he sell you a vitamin off the shelf.

Homeopathy has several myths that prevent it from success.

1. **Homeopathy is all like treating like, everything is a reversal of action.** According to the Ardnt Schultz law of Pharmacology whatever action a poison has in a large dose, it will have reverse effects in a very small dose. So homeopathy of poisons such as venoms, belladonna, causticum, etc will have reversal effects. But this only applies to poisons. Substances like Euphrasia (Eye-Bright) are not reversal. The indications for the herb are the same for the homeopathic. 75% of
the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia has herbal remedies with the same indications of use for the herb or tincture as the dilute homeopathic. Most Homeopathy is not reversal of action.

2. **Homeopathy has no substance.** The Pharmacopeia list thousands of items with where mother tincture or less that 6x remedies with lots of substances are involved. Homeopathy and Herbology are more or less the same in many ways. The separations are the misgivings of an over anal retentive mind.

3. **Homeopathy is illegal and fraudulent.** The FDA in America was started y a Homeopath to save homeopathy and still does. Homeopathy is legal and protected in Europe, Canada, America and elsewhere.

4. **You can make all your Homeopathics with a duplicator.** Most of these systems are fraudulent and the only true active ingredient is placebo and the mind of the therapist. They are all unreliable and are for emergency use only.

5. **There is no need for studies they are time consuming and expensive.** Studies and research are essential for quality and protection of peoples’ health and income.

So with these and other myths Homeopathy is prohibited from real growth by a lack of appreciation for technology and science. It is attacked by the main stream medical profession and is a targeted for destruction. Till science and statistics can be brought into homeopathy we cannot expect much improvement. But the egos of the math-phobic leaders of homeopathy are still a barrier to real success. Homeopathy needs to embrace its’ partners not reject them.
Major Problems of Modern Medicine

1. Profit over people greed has gone unchecked
2. Mistake of SINthetic chemicals, we now know that the SINthetic drugs cause more disease than they cure, and they are incompatible with the body, Nature knows better
3. Allopathy is a wrong answer, we need to be more holistic and look at the overall risks to help people
4. Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma are all unchecked and their money controls the process, they hire the little minds of the regulatory geeks to attack any that threaten them. And the FDA look the other way as Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma kill and injure vast millions
5. The wrong use of reductionistic statistics has led to a loss of safety
6. There is no Health Care, just Disease Care as nobody is made healthier in the system, just symptoms are abated and side effects spiral down the system
7. There is a lack of truly modern science in “Modern Medicine” as they cling to antiquated chemical views and reductionistic science and resist ideas of quantum, electrical philosophies of the body, or of the powers of the mind.
8. Massive monies are spent on an inaccurate system of diagnosis (30% accurate by AMA statistics). 80% of the multi trillion dollar medical budget is spent on wasted diagnosis to guide the next pharmaceutical and nobody builds responsibility, or education, or simple health care into the system. Has nobody watched “You are What You Eat or the Diet Doctor”
9. The costs are spiraling out of control, this massive debt and cost is crippling.

Solutions

1. Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma must be removed from their controlling position and limit the lobby groups control of legislation.
2. Quit attacking new minds that have solutions but threaten Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma for they are the real bad guys
3. Emphasize Health in Health Care, emphasize responsibility, education
4. Stop the overuse of dextrose, and switch to fructose
5. Stop bad oil use and switch to good oils
6. Stop the 19 out of 20 significance hold and allow fractal non-linear systems of statistics to be used.
7. Insurance should be triple or more for those that smoke, eat, drink, stress and risk excessively. Insurance companies have the statistics and the cost of these addictions and behaviors should not be borne by the population of healthy people but should be on the shoulders of the addicts.
8. Allow more modern systems of safe electrical biofeedback to educate and de-stress people.
9. Look at the philosophy of medicine and compare the Dr. Nelson and Hans Selye system to the present one
10. Make a new group of care givers to detect early signs of disease and educate and consult stress reduction, compassion, understanding, diet, exercise, and basic health. These should be Registered Wellness Consultants (RWC).

11. If we truly CARE for people not for profit the cost will come down and the health will go up. Society will benefit by immeasurable ways.

These are simple techniques that all could be done easily. There is one thing more powerful than all the armies of the world. It is an idea whose time has come. Who of you could help get these ideas out to the masses?